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EDITORIAL

Full Circle !
Now we truly completed the circle
with this cover! If you remember
perhaps, George Liopetas was
actually the cover photographer
of our second Ellwed cover shoot
2 years ago! But if you don’t
remember, I urge you to go see
that cover, it’s free to download at
ellwed.com/magazine
You will see George’s amazing
transformation as an artist
and
professional
wedding
photographer. And with that you
can also see the growth of Ellwed
magazine itself! However those
were our beginnings and we could
not have been more proud of that
cover. Our story, goes far back,
when both of our brands were at
the early beginning. I won’t go
into detail in this editorial, but
to understand this cover shoot,
you should get to know our story.
When Ellwed went public with the
first ever issue, and we were just
getting to know the community,
George was actually the first
wedding professional ever to use
our #ellwedmag hashtag to repost
his image! This was the most
exciting moment as it gave us both
the much needed validation in that
stage of our careers.

project helped us both getting the
recognition we needed and to grow
our brands to what they are today!
We both came a long way, met so
many amazing people which keeps
us growing. And so, it was time to
get together for yet another cover
story, to show off both of our skills
and what we have learned in the
past two years. I must say, the
power of our community is simply
amazing and works both ways,
which can be rare in any industry.

Grooms Must-haves
on apge 26
Revizionist History

Now, enough of reminiscing the
past, let’s look forward and meet
all the new amazing wedding pros
working in the wedding industry
in Greece featured in this issue.
Personally, I am so proud of this
issue and how it came together
with all the amazing professionals
from all over the world. And now
that you know the story behind the
cover shoot, I hope you will enjoy
it even more on pages 104-117.

Jet Setters destination
on apge 118

And while you are there, continue
to the end to see the rest of amazing
wedding inspirations and even a
real destination wedding on a boat
in Santorini on page 134.
Find out how
on page 76
Photography, Nick Tsakanikas
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We have changed the PRO’s section
a bit and if you love success stories
about girls making it on their own,
do read the exclusive story behind
this power woman on page 155.
In the middle of the magazine, we
have prepared a sexy surprise on
how to properly execute a boudoir
shoot! If you have doubts on such
a shoot, do give it a good read on
page 77. Maybe, just maybe you
will be inspired to have one as well!
The first pages of the magazine are
of course filled with beauty and
fashion tips and on page 25 you
can see the advice by our famous
international designer for all
grooms coming to Greece in the
summer.

will love this article on the best
branded bridal pyjamas designed
and created in the UK on page 43.
And for the first time, we are also
featuring the recipe you can make
with your girls for your hens party
in Greece or at home. Read the
super useful advice by The Life
Lab blogger girls on page 65.
All in all, this issue is filled with
great inspirational articles so don’t
hesitate to go through it one by
one! Take your time and enjoy!

If you love to sleep as I do, you
Real boat elopement
on page 135

Photography, George Liopetas

Photography, Faye Cahill

Photography, Fiorello Photography

Soon after that, we met and started
talking about our businesses and
how we can collaborate, evolve
and grow our brands! George’s
enthusiasm for the wedding
community, to learn and grow as
an artist in his field, was the perfect
attitude to shoot the second cover
of Ellwed magazine together! You
can read the behind the scenes in
the Autumn2017 Issue of Ellwed
to find out how it all went. This

One of my favourite photos - 22

Cake Trends
page 62

Photography, Veronika E. Schweiger

With lots of love,

SANYAPERCIC, EDITOR

Photography, Vanessa Tivadar
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Get published
Share your wedding story
from Greece with us!
Send it to

Disclaimer of the magazine
© Ellwed magazine and marketplace
Ellwed magazine is a free online magazine. Purchase of the printed copy is available on ellwed.com/magazine. All images, possible video footage and
other media are copyright to their respective owners, no copyright infringement is intended. Some images do not belong to the magazine, nor do we take
any ownership of them. This is simply a promotional issue of products, places and professionals. You can find all credits of all the unaccredited images on
the last page. Ellwed and the team is not responsible and shall not be liable for any claims related to, or resulting from issues, mistakes, misrepresentations,
spelling mistakes, wrong accreditation, credits, or lack of them, which were published in this magazine. For all participants, please read our collaboration
agreement on our Contact us page. The magazine shall not be copied or reproduced without appropriate permissions from Ellwed.
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BEHIND THE SCENES OF OUR
COVER SHOOT

If you believe it or not, this shoot was
one of the fastest we have ever done! This
unscheduled cover was planned in just few
months and the amazing team behind it did
all the work! We could not have pulled this
one off, if it wasn’t for George Liopetas and
his enthusiasm for shooting our next cover,
Hermione Tsentidou’s eye for style and
Katerina Strimmenou behind White Stories
who organised it all almost on her own.
Every shoot requires team work and this
one had the best team possible. However, at
the end, we all stepped together for the final
result.
While Hermione came up with the concept
of this fine art shoot by the famous Athenian
Lake Vouliagmeni, Katerina made sure
all would fit together and created the love
story behind it all. What is more, this was
the first time we had 2 shoots in one day.
Proposal or engagement shoot and the all
20

so stylish bridal cover shoot. Katerina chose
our muse Priscilla, who came all the way
from Venezuela for her exotic looks and
her groom Kevin came from Patra, Greece.
Frantzeska Koukoula our hair and makeup
artist made sure our couple looked perfect
for their big day and the engagement session.
This international couple was the perfect
selection for our cover as Ellwed caters to all
the international couples coming to Greece
to get married.
Our location was actually perfect for what
we wanted to achieve, as the Vouliagmeni
Lake is one of the top natural venues in the
Athenian Riviera. The tall cliffs with the
lake on the bottom and the historic green
forest near the lake make it a perfect fairytale setting for your engagement or your
wedding! What is more romantic than
immersing yourselves in the luxurious
nature?

Location inspired were also our floral
installations by Red Box Day, which were
made with astonishing oversized Pantone
Living Colour peonies. Kostas Korakas,
creative behind Red Box Days, worked all
afternoon on the unique and lush table
arrangements and the two tall floral towers,
decorating the ceremonial area, situated in
front of the magnificent view of the cliffs and
the lake. While the stationery, favours and
cocktail accessories were specially designed
by the creative mind behind Party & Co.,
Valia Kanellou. Her pattern driven style and
design of the invitations matched the theme,
yet gave it that little contrast to stand out of
the crowd.
In the forest by the lake, the team of Bully
Bar came to set up their portable van bar to
serve their signature cocktails to the party.
Their retro chic design and look of the van

was perfect for the shoot and the location, as
it blended right in. Their delicious cocktails
were more than needed on that day.
From the morning till the sunset, the whole
team worked hard, especially our star fine art
photographer George Liopetas and our star
videographer Yanni Hood. The boys took
the whole day to make sure to capture every
moment of this jet setters love story. And let
me assure you, it was not an easy task!
We would like to thank the whole team for
this gorgeous fine art cover shoot and their
contribution of making it a reality. A special
thanks also goes to Boho Choco for the
sponsored favours. But most of all to Katerina
our planner and a brilliant force behind
White Stories who organized it all and made
sure all was running smoothly.
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OUR SO CIAL SCENE
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G R E E C E , F O L L O W E L LW E D M A G O N S O C I A L M E D I A

Facebook page

Make sure you like our
were we share our blog posts, tips, inspirations and weddings from Greece.

@ellwedmag
To find vendors, get answers to your questions, join our
community on

Facebook Groups

/ellwed.pros.community
/ellwed.bridal.community

To get daily inspiration from Greece and find the right vendors
for you, head over to our

@ellwedmag

Instagram

Twitter

Follow us on
where you will find inspirations and
advice from all over the world.

@ellwedMAG

Love us at

@ellwed

BlogLovin’

Repin from our useful and inspirational boards with ideas from
all over the world, from

Pinterest
/ellwed
Coordination, Ellwed Magazine
Organization and Styling, White Stories
Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
Concept, Editorial Wording, Hermione Tsentidou
Videography, Yanni Hood
Hair and Makeup Artist, Frantzeska Koukoula
Bridal Dress, Katia Delatola
Grooms Suit, shoes and Second Look,
Sagiakos Stores
Muse, Priscilla Balanta
via Ace Models
Groom, Kevin Souli
Venue, Vouliagmeni Lake
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Vendor Treasury

We are building Ellwed,
for the whole
Greece and with all destination vendor working in Greece. Pros, apply:

ellwed.com/treasury/
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BEAUTY & FASHION

7 ESSENTIALS FOR GRO OMS HEADING
TO GREECE
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY CEDRIC WILLIAMS
OF REVIZIONIST HISTORY

While traditional weddings are
typically centered around the bride
and “her big day” (and understandably
so!), one of the more compelling
things about destination weddings
is that the couple as a whole often
becomes more of the focus. That
means ensuring the groom also looks
and feels his very best throughout the
festivities takes on added significance,
requiring ideas for gear beyond just
the basics.

Photography, Melody Lieftink

To get some professional fashion
tips for grooms heading to Greece,
we consulted with Cedric Williams,
Founder and Creative Director of
Revizionist History, an Amsterdambased accessories brand. As an
American designer who is often in
Greece, we asked him to come up
with his top 7 style picks to help every
groom look great throughout his
Greek destination wedding. Here’s
what he had to say…

About the Author:
The Founder and Creative Director of Revizionist
History, Cedric Williams has, over the years,
designed and manufactured everything from
fashion and furniture to jewelry and accessories.
Now, with RH, he’s set out to create a signature
collection that reflects his longstanding penchant
for mixing the past and present -- as well as his
passion for diverse cultures and locations -- with
unique designs that evoke distant memories and
inspire new ones.
www.revizionisthistory.com
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No. 1

No. 3

“After he’s finalized his wardrobe for
the formal ceremony, related events
and day-to-day adventures,” says
Cedric, “he’ll definitely want to have a
hat in Greece to provide a little shade
from the beautiful – yet sometimes
blazing – Mediterranean sun. My
suggestion: our signature fisherman’s
hat with vintage lures and litho pins.
Hand made, each is a fun, one-of-akind memento and heirloom in the
making.”

Rounding out the sun protection
theme, Cedric suggests picking a cool
pair of sunglasses that fit the groom’s
personality and his face. “There’s a
pair of shades perfect for everyone, so
have fun finding the right one for him.
Just make sure that whatever style he
goes for – classic, sporty or cuttingedge – has UV protection. Personally,
I’ve been wearing the iconic Ray-Ban
aviator lately; it works really well with
my fisherman’s hat. And, in addition
to offering UV protection, mine also
have Polarized lenses to eliminate
glare from the sun and sea.”

No. 2
REV I Z IONIST HI STORY
Fishe r man’s Hat w it h v int age
lu re s and lit ho pins.
Ma d e to orde r.
Tel : + 306978892125
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“In addition to a sharp hat, effective
sunscreen is fundamental,” he
advises. “Nothing is sexier than
sun-kissed skin but you need to be
careful so I strongly believe in using
sun protection.” One of his faves:
Hampton Sun SPF 35 Continuous
Mist. “Combining the ultimate sun
care and skincare in one handy bottle,
it also smells simply amazing.”

No. 4
“While casual style dressing is the
general rule in Greece, he’s still
visiting here for a wedding and will
want to look the part. I think polo
shirts – slim fit in summer-fresh hues
– are an ideal way to achieve a relaxed
look that still appears polished,” says
Cedric. “Lacoste continues to be
the premier name when it comes to
polos and their selection of colors is
unparalleled.”
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No. 5

No. 7

“Experiencing the Mediterranean
Sea – whether from the deck of a
boat or lounging on the beach – will
definitely be one of the highlights for
every groom coming to Greece. That
being the case, copping a swimsuit
worthy of the occasion and location
is a must. In my opinion, you can’t
go wrong with Vilebrequin. Famous
for its excellent quality and classic
styles in fun colors and patterns, this
French brand has been outfitting
stylish swimmers since 1971.”

Greek sandals are celebrated around
the world and there are lots of great
local options to choose from while
here. Cedric, however, does think
there’s something every Greecebound groom should keep in mind.
“Since he’ll probably be on his feet
quite a bit – from running between
wedding-related commitments to
climbing up some of the country’s
spectacular tourist attractions – he
may want to consider choosing a
sandal with added arch support. I love
the Birkenstock Ramses Exquisite
Thong Sandal. Made of black
premium quality leather, it features
the German brand’s legendary
contoured footbed for maximum
comfort and support.”

No. 6
Because no Greek destination
wedding is complete without a little
shopping and island hopping, he’ll
need a bag to carry some of the
incredible treasures and souvenirs
the two of you will find. Cedric’s tip:
“Go for something big, lightweight
and a style he’ll still want to use when
he gets back home.”
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BEAUTY & FASHION

MAKEUP TIPS FOR SUMMER BEACH
BRIDES
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
B Y E L I NA Y I O TA K I

Beach weddings are all about the
whimsical spontaneous look and
vibe. The idea is to look gorgeous
and naturally beautiful thus resulting
in amazing beach wedding photos.
Here are some tips to achieve that
look.

Your skin is the canvas for all the
makeup products, so prepare your
skin long before your wedding day.
Do your exfoliation, face masks
and whatever is necessary to look
naturally beautiful.

About the Author:
Elina Yiotaki is a Beauty - Editorial - Bridal
Makeup Artist. She worked for Vision Creative
Agency and has been working as an Educator
for 6 years.
@elinayiot
Fb Elina Yiotaki - Makeup Artist
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•
For eyes use browns, golden,
bronzes or warm pinks. I love to
create the soft smoky eye look
instead of heavy smoky. If you prefer
eyeliner be careful not to line the
lower lid with it. Soft eyeshadows
will do the job.
•
Use a waterproof mascara.
You don’t want running black
mascara on your wedding day!
•
For cheeks, coral, peach or
natural pink colors will make your
face look fresh, healthy and beautiful.
If needed you can add a bronzer on
top to warm the face.
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•
Use a spray all over face to
set everything and refresh the skin.
For me Mac prep+prime is perfect
and a must have for brides.

For your wedding day I suggest you:

•
For lips, choose corals,
pinks, flesh toned or even bright
red lipsticks. In general, follow the
rule: stronger eyes - softer lips or the
opposite. If you like gloss then put it
only in the middle of the lower lip or
don’t put it at all.

•
Use a primer, to make the
perfect base for the application of
makeup products

Above, all remember to have fun and
a wonderful beach wedding day!!!

•
Moisturize only in areas
where it’s needed

•
Apply a little matte
foundation to even out the skin
texture.
Make sure it matches
perfectly to the color of your skin. To
cover blemishes or discolorations,
such as under eye circles, use
concealers, not your foundation.
Also, make sure you don’t use too
much concealer. You don’t want a

heavy result but to look naturally
beautiful. Softly powder your face to
set the products.
•
Another thing that is super
important, is to use concealer
(sparingly) for body discolorations
and marks, instead of covering your
body with foundation. It’s going to
look and feel more natural plus it
won’t melt in the process and the
summer heat.
•
Highlight your face and if
you want shimmering powder, use
only a little: your goal is to achieve a
natural glow and not a heavy glittery
face.
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BEAUTY & FASHION

HAND SELECTED HAIR ACCESSORIES
BY FRANTZESKA KOUKOULA
MAKE UP & HAIR ST YLIST

Summer is all about relaxing and
enjoying the few days we all get to
ourselves. This is why summer and
beach weddings are usually more
relaxed and whimsical! But when
it gets to your hairstyle, there is
always room for some bling. Even
if you are going for that beach wet
look, you can always spice it up with
some beautiful and thoughtful hair
accessories.

Our Hair and Makeup artist
Frantzeska Koukoula hand picks
these special and unique hair pieces
from all over the world, where ever
the path takes her. In this article
we selected a few of the designs
that would fit with your summer
beach wedding and the relaxing yet
sophisticated look. Now take your
pick!

@frantzeska_makeup_hair
Photos belong to Frantzeska Koukoula
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Have you thought of these
single hairpins with these
gorgeous fashionable ends?
They are certainly becoming
fashionable. Perfect for a
glam wedding!

The ultimate old style
glamour!
With
this
decorated hair comb, you
will be the star of the show.
Perfect for a vintage inspired
glam wedding!
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These coral shaped pins
can transform your messy
beach hair look to whimsical
and glamorous beach look!
Perfect choice for a whimsical
wedding!

The delicate yet so stylish
back of head hair chain is
the perfect piece to have for
a romantic Greek wedding!

Celestial theme is all the
rage these days. It would fit
perfectly with your stylish and
alluring wedding. Perfect for
the indie bride!

This fairy crystal crown will
complete your bridal look.
The perfect choice for your
fairytale wedding at any
chosen venue and style.
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BEAUTY & FASHION

MADE BRIDE BY ANTONEA
AGE OF PREPPY COLLECTION
BY DIMITRA ANTONEA
BRIDAL LO OKB O OK

The new collection is inspired by
Louisa May Alcott’s book “Little
Women” with a modern eye.

Photography, Sotiris Tsakanikas
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Photography: Sotiris Tsakanikas
Planning: Phaedra Liakou
Bridal dresses: Made Bride
Hair & make up artist: Giorgia Xristodoulou
Florals: Redboxdays
Consulting: Setty Blade
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Photography, Sotiris Tsakanikas
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BEAUTY & FASHION

PYJAMAS FIT FOR A BRIDE AND ALL
YOUR BRIDESMAIDS
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY NINA CLARK

Seeing as your wedding day is
basically a long, drawn-out photoop (and of course, the day that you
marry your soulmate), it stands to
reason that you would want your
bridesmaids, who will be flanking

you for much of the day, to look
their best through it all. Even before
the glam squad arrives. So why not
treat them to a lovely set of matching
pyjamas so they can help you get
ready in style and comfort?

About the Author:
Nina Clark’s Nightire was born out of a
personal quest to understand sleep, and all
that it entails, a bit better. Made of 100%
bamboo, a super soft fabric that is temperature
regulating, anti-bacterial and great for the
environment, it’s sleepwear made for sleep.
Find Nightire at nightire.com
Photos belong to Nina Clark
Photography, Nkima Photography
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The tradition of gifting your
bridesmaids with a get-ready outfit,
has been a long-standing one, and is
still ever-popular with most brides.
And for good reason - there is surely
nothing better than starting the
wedding day with a ladies brunch,
everyone decked out in matching
sleep garb and excitedly chatting
away about the big day ahead.
Similarly, your ‘behind the scenes’
snaps of the getting-ready process
will look wonderfully cohesive when
the entire gang is in brand new,
beautifully printed (and perhaps
personalised) pyjamas. What better
way to stay comfortable through the
long hours of photos and primping
and prepping, than in some Nightire
Sleepwear. All Nightire pyjamas are
made of bamboo fabric, which is

temperature regulating, and wicks
sweat away from your skin - so even
if a slightly nervous sheen starts to
appear in the hours leading up to
that all-important walk down the
aisle, these pyjamas should keep
you, and your girlfriends, quite
cool, calm and looking as fresh as
a daisy. Whether you prefer a robe,
nightdress or pyjama set (the latter
being ideal as the button-down front
means easy access after your hair and
make-up has been beautifully done),
make sure to set a bit of budget aside
to invest in beautiful wedding day
pyjamas for you and your crew. As
well as looking great in the wedding
album, they’ll be the perfect gift
to show your girls how much you
appreciate them, which they will be
able to treasure forever.

Photography, Nkima Photography
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Like many women I know, I have this
thing called can’t-always-shut-mybrain-off-to-go-to-sleep syndrome.
This led to many years of patchy
sleeps and tired mornings. I began
doing research into what could help
a person sleep better and tried to
apply it in my nightly routine: using
black-out blinds, taking a relaxing
bath, using no screens in the room
(i.e. goodbye to Insta-sessions right
before bed), and trying anything I
could to keep my body temperature
on an even keel. That included
buying the right sleepwear, which, in

turn, got me to focus on an industry
that seemed like it had a lot of room
for innovation (and a bit more
personality) which is how the idea
for Nightire came about.
Just remember - if you are going
for matching pyjamas or robes,
it’s always a nice touch if the bride
is in something different to the
bridesmaids. Also, if you are going
for matching kit, make sure they fit
the style of the wedding - it helps
when telling the story of the day
through photography.

Photography, Nkima Photography
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WEDDING TRENDS FROM THIS FINE
ART ST YLED SHOOT BY THE LAKE IN
T H E AT H E N IA N R I V I E R A
Going back to nature is all more
popular and if you decide to have
your wedding in a big city like Athens
it may be harder to find that piece
of nature you desire. But Athens is
actually lucky in that part, as you
can find unspoiled nature almost on
every corner of the city. We decided
to combine luxury with nature at the
Athenian Riviera. But more than that,
we incorporated lavish details in the
table setting, while keeping the bride
and ceremony look more natural to fit
in the locations heritage.
More and more important are
becoming the gifts for your guests.
You don’t want to just give something

useless what no one will appreciate.
There is an art of gift giving and every
bride should put some thought into it.
Another trend is maybe not so
wedding related, but is becoming
more popular with the lovers. The
proposal or engagement session. If
you are thinking of proposing, you
should check around how others have
done it and organize it to perfection.
And what better location than Greece
to have your romantic proposal?
May that be a sunset romance on the
huge beaches of Crete, picnic on the
mountaintops of Meteora or even on
the white rooftops of Santorini. The
choices are literary endless.

Selected Vendors:
Coordination, Ellwed Magazine
Organization and Styling, White Stories
Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
Concept, Editorial Wording,
Hermione Tsentidou
Flower Decoration, Red Box Days
Videography, Yanni Hood
Hair and Makeup Artist,
Frantzeska Koukoula
Bridal Dress, Katia Delatola
Bridal Shoes, Kalogirou
Bridal Second Look, Costureras
Grooms Suit, shoes and Second Look,
Sagiakos Stores
Muse, Priscilla Balanta
via Ace Models
Groom, Kevin Souli
Stationery, Party&Co.
Wedding Cake, Pavlov’s Lab
Art De La Table Rentals, White Lilac
Engagement Ring, Lousta Thysiadi Jewels
Van Bar & Signature Cocktails, Bully Bar
Venue, Vouliagmeni Lake
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The Venue and Location
We chose the natural and chic
location, Lake Vouliagmeni in the
Athenian Riviera. The location itself
is a breathtaking sight and a rare
geological phenomenon. If you are
looking for that little spot of nature
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in the city center, this is your place.
Not only as a wedding venue, but you
can also come for a quick spa day and
a dip in these magical waters, which
come from the sea and also thermal
springs. Even so, if you come just for
the visit, you will be impressed by the
unforgettable views!
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The Stationery and favours
For our stationery Party & Co.
designed something traditional,
mixed with modern patterns which
was the little detail that made the
difference. We used gold, brass and
silver hues to combine the natural
with luxury and to bring attention to
oh so popular silver shine which is
becoming more and more popular in
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the wedding world. 2019 and 2020 is
going to be all about silver, mirrors and
good old disco glam! We used mirror
props and mirror candle holders. For
favours, Party & Co. created especially
for this shoot scented gypsum roses
which guests can take, use and reuse
in their homes. The name tags were
also designed to match our natural
forest theme with moss in the little
cute containers.
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Let’s Hear it for the Groom
Grooms have been taking the back
seat for some time now and sticking
to traditional black, blue, white and
beige colours. But not anymore! This
is the year of the Groom and its time
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he expresses his personality as well!
Long hair, tattoos and crazy suits are
becoming all so popular! However, if
you are still on defense of going all out,
crazy and wild, you can compromise.
We chose to mix somewhat traditional
suit in dusty gray and let his hair go
wild in the Greek wind!
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The Proposal
Proposal or engagement sessions are
becoming more popular around the
world and even trending right now! If
you are planning something romantic
or spectacular, make sure you capture
it on photos and video. And, for the
first time ever, we prepared one such
proposal styled shoot also for you.
If you are the one who will propose,
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take some time to plan it properly, or
better yet hire someone to do it all for
you. Make sure the mood is right and
the location is perfect! For more tips
on how to, check your Winter2018
issue of Ellwed mag. However, if your
proposal happened already and you
feel like it was not what you deserve,
feel free to make another one, because
you deserve the best! See more on
page 107.
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WEDDING CAKE TRENDS YOU D ON’ T
WA N T T O M I S S
THE TREND REPORT BY INDUSTRY
E X P E RT S F R OM AU S T R A L IA
B Y G I A N T I N V I TAT I O N S A N D FAY E
CAHILL

If you are planning your wedding,
by now you have realised how many
decisions you have to take on a daily
basis. From colours to styles and all
the way to little details of every aspect.
If you have a specific vision of your
wedding day, you know how hard it
is to actually achieve it! Your wedding

cake can be one of the big aspects of
your wedding and it’s crucial to be
part of your styling. But don’t worry!
Sophia Russell of Giant Invitations
spoke to Faye Cahill regarding the
new wedding trends all the way from
Australia. Let’s see what trends they
suggest for the years to come.

About the Author:
Cake Trends and all photos by Faye Cahill,
Sydney’s leading wedding cake designer.
fayecahill.com.au
@fayecahillcakedesign
Giant Invitations is a leading supplier of exquisite
wedding invitations and stationary for brides
looking for truly remarkable designs.
giantinvitations.com.au
@giantinvitations
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The famous and multi award-winning
cake designer Faye Cahill predicts the
trend of artistic and fun styles for
2019. Faye comments:
“Think painted watercolour finishes,
palette knife textures, fondant ruffles,
drippy icing and abstract sculptures
of chocolate and isomalt (a technical
clear sugar). You will also find fun
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and optimistic cakes. Following the
announcement of Living Coral as
the colour of the year, I think we will
see a move away from dull neutrals
to more vibrant hues. For wedding
cakes, that will be more restrained
than for celebration cakes, however
some couples will choose to go all out
and express the joy of their union.”
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B A C H E L O R E T T E PA R T Y T O R E M I N D
YOU OF HOME
B R I D A L S T R AW B E R R I E S A N D C R E A M
TA RT
BY THE LIFE LAB.

The days before your wedding day
are full of moments that will follow
you throughout your life. It’s the
time you’ve been waiting for so long,
probably what you’ve been dreaming
since you were a little girl. Weddings
are all about the lovely couples. The
one your heart desires, your prince

charming, your one and only – or
less dramatically- the person you
love spending time with! However,
weddings are usually moments when
families come together, when friends
you haven’t seen in ages come again
into your life to celebrate you and
your loved one!

About the Author:
At The Life Lab., we are lovers of photography,
art and living truly. We believe in aesthetics, light
and beauty in little things. Occasional bakers
and humble hustlers, we started our food blog
in order to find more people that share common
values and enjoy life in a similar way with us.
We think that life is simple and we shouldn’t
complicate it with needless worrying and
excessive stuff.
Facebook: The Life Lab.
Instagram: @thelifelaboratories
All photos belong to The Life Lab.
thelifelaboratories.wordpress.com
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We believe that weddings are not
complete without your best friends.
Whether it’s your bridesmaids or
simply your squad for life, your friends
are the glue that keeps everything
together. We think it’s important to
save a day prior to your wedding and
dedicate it to your friends. Take a long
walk, enjoy some time on the beach,
go for a lovely brunch or, in our case,
bake a strawberry tart with flowers,
pour some strawberry tea and watch
“Bride Wars” on Netflix! It’s the simple
things in life that make it worth living.
The moments you spend with your
friends making flower crowns and
drinking champagne, with Polaroids
on the floor and wishes to be happy
and forever in love.
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So, for us here in ‘The Life Lab.’ HQ
the perfect pre-wedding hen party
consists of flowers, sweets, pink
champagne (or tea!) and movies. We
suggest to put flowers that match your
wedding bouquet all around your
house and make flower crowns with
your friends. Then, pour in chilled
flutes some pink champagne with
chopped strawberries and carnation
petals. Switch your flat screen on and
put “Bride Wars”, “About Time” or
“Letters to Juliet” on Netflix. Lastly,
and quite frankly why all this is about,
bring your magnificent strawberry
tart with edible flowers for everyone
to enjoy!

Here’s the recipe!
For the crust you will need:
100 grams icing sugar
200 grams cold butter (in squares)
1 egg
300 grams flour
For the cream you will need:
250 grams cold heavy cream
100 grams icing sugar
300 grams cream cheese
zest of one lemon
How to:
1. In a mixer bowl mix the butter,
icing sugar, egg and flour until they
are combined.
2. Divide in two and put one piece of
dough in the freezer for a second tart.
3. Let the remaining dough rest for 30
minutes.
4. Roll the dough in a 4cm thick

pastry and put in a tart dish.
5. Put a piece of cling film on the
pastry and fill with rice.
6. Bake for 15 minutes.
7. Remove film with rice.
8. Bake for another 15 minutes or
until golden.
9. Let cool and remove crust from
dish.
10. Beat the heavy cream with the
sugar until fluffy.
11. Add the cream cheese and the zest
and beat for 3 minutes.
12. Slice some strawberries and put
them at the bottom of the tart crust.
13. Pour cream on top.
14. Put in the freezer for 30 minutes.
15. Decorate with fresh strawberries
+ strawberry jam.
16. Enjoy!
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Watch your friends smile in delight
as they take the first bite of this lovely
summery dessert! Take pictures, make
jokes and wishes for the future, have
a chill time before your wedding day.
This is a lovely opportunity to hang
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out with your friends without fussing
for some quiet time and sleepover-like
fun!
Be present, slow down, laugh a lot and
have the best time ever!
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HOW TO CHO OSE YOUR WEDDING
STYLE
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY DANIELL A OF GLIT TERY BRIDE
BLOG

Choosing your wedding style is one
of the first things you should do once
you begin the planning journey. It
will help set the tone for your entire
day by making sure all the important
details work together seamlessly.

There are many types of wedding
styles such as; romantic, whimsical,
rustic, or even bohemian. The list of
possibilities is very long but the most
important factor is to choose one that
matches who you are as a couple.

About the Author:
Daniella is the Owner & Editor of Glitterybride.
com, an online wedding publication where
brides can find beautifully curated inspiration
and recommended vendors as they plan the
wedding of their dreams.
glitterybride.com
Photography, Karina Papadopoulos

All photos from Ellwed cover shoot. See full
credits in previous magazines.
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Photography, Lefteris Kalampokas

To help with the process, here are
some questions I like to ask couples
when they come to me for help with
choosing the right style.
•
What do you like to do as a
couple? Do you like outdoor activities
such as hiking or going to the beach?
Or, do you prefer fine dining and
nights at the opera?

Photography, Maxeen Kim
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•
Do you picture your wedding
day your day to be a black-tie event or
a casual get together?

•

Is your guest list small or large?

•
What type of venue do you wish
to book? A ballroom, outdoors, tent,
private villa or maybe even a vintage
estate are some popular options.
•
Do you prefer colorful or
neutral? Do you like a mix of both?
•
Do you have any specific flowers
in mind? Do any certain types of
flowers hold a special meaning to
you?
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Photography, Anna Roussos

It’s important to try not to get
overwhelmed by different choices out
there while staying true to who you
are. Most couples find that everything
else falls into place once they have a
clear idea of what they want and these
questions will help you figure that
out.

Whether you decide your day will
be traditional and elegant with
white hydrangeas and greenery or if
you choose to go with bold colored
garden roses in different shades of
pink. Your day should be a reflection
of the things you love and picking
the right wedding style will make the
whole process a breeze.

Photography, Sotiris Tsakanikas
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WHY YOU SHOULD C ONSIDER B OUD OIR
PHOTO SESSION BEFORE OR AFTER YOU
W E D D I N G D AY
A N D H O W T O D O I T P R O P E R LY !
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
B Y S A N YA P E R C I C

Are you thinking of boudoir photo
session, but something is stopping
you? Maybe it’s the idea of posing half
naked in front of a stranger, or the
idea of capturing that on something
permeant is scarier than you thought.
But none the less, the idea popped in
your head and it seems it won’t leave
you alone. These photos by Nick

Photography, Nick Tsakanikas
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Tsakanikas of allREDy Photography
might just convince you otherwise!
And if you are still indecisive, here are
few reasons to consider for why and
then few for how to do it properly!
And if you are super excited for your
bridal boudoir session already, just
skip to The How!

List of Vendors:
Phtography, Nick Tsakanikas
Lingerie, Intimissimi
Shoes, Sideris shoes
Stationery, Loveme Do
Jewelry, KK Jewelry Lab
Furniture, Zazoo Event Eentals
Planning/design, DeplanV
Styling, Love4Wed
Villa, Loyal Villas Luxury
Models, Xray Models
Makeup/Hair, Margetinan
Coordination, The Secret Owl
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The Why:
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Get out of your shell
– take control

The best gift for your
fiancé/husband

Make memories

Because you deserve it

Most important reason must be the
control over your actions! You cannot
let fear dictate everything and you
know what they say, if you want to get
rid of the fear, face it. So this would be
good practice for the rest of your life,
when obstacles like fear or insecurity
will be holding you back. If you are
still shy, you can always do it with
your partner presnt.

No watch or piece of jewellery can
compare to you! You are marrying
this guy who loves to see you…well,
naked! And he adores you for who you
are and your body. Why not give him
the best possible gift. You, captured
in time, styled to perfection! You will
never be younger than that moment
captured on those photos.

If you have been working hard
to achieve that perfect body you
envisioned for your wedding day, this
is the time to capture it! Our bodies
change but those photos will stay
forever! And this is the way to show
it off without being too exposed. Do
it right, and these just might be the
images you will be most proud of!

Every woman likes to feel good,
beautiful and even sexy sometimes.
This could be one of these times. You
deserve to feel empowered and good
about you and your body! Seeing
gorgeous images of yourself even the
romantic ones, will for sure make you
feel like you can do anything!
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Choosing the perfect accessories Think of beauty and posing

The How:
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Choosing the perfect place

Setting the mood

If your home or bedroom in not an
option for whatever reason, consider
of booking a beautiful hotel room.
Or maybe do it in your private villa/
apartment you rented for the wedding
and honeymoons on some of the
gorgeous Greek islands. Make sure
the location inspires and fits your
taste. Don’t go overboard if this is not
who you are.

If needed, maybe consider hiring a
stylist for the job. They will make sure
the set will look amazing and all you
need to do is to tell them your style
and preferences! Think of some added
foliage and maybe also romantic
candles to set you in the mood. Make
sure not to go tacky or vulgar, because
this is not what you want to achieve
with this shoot. So, maybe leave it to
the professionals.

Think of some of your wedding
accessories which will not get the
spotlight on your wedding day. Your
bridal shoes, your vows, notes, vail,
rings, perfumes, hair crowns or pins
and even your bridal bouquet if you
still have it. Bring it all with you
to stylishly arrange and capture it
for ever. Use some of them as your
posing props to create a romantic and
intriguing story.

First and foremost make sure all your
exposed skin looks its best with all
the help of makeup and lotions you
can get! Remember, the aim of this
is for you to look romantic, sensual
and gorgeous! Make sure you do your
makeup properly or better yet hire a
pro to make you look like a goddess.
Then keep conscious of your poses.
Listen to your photographer because
they know how you will look your
best, even if it seems impossible or
funny to you. Make sure your hands
are soft and movement is graceful like
a ballerina.

Above all, have fun and trust your chosen professionals, because you chose them
for a reason! They usually know what they are doing and they have done it before.
They will guide you to achieve the best possible result!
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“I

t takes a lot of work, creativity,
study and development of
skills. I would always be
coming up with new designs and
ideas.

”

E XC LU SI V E I N T E RV I EW W I T H
AU S T R A L IA N HAU T E C O U T U R E A N D
BRIDAL DESIGNER ALIN LE’ KAL
B Y G IA N T I N V I TAT I O N S

As the first Melbourne designer
ever to debut their collection at
Paris Fashion Week, Alin Le’ Kal
caught critic’s attention this year.
The Australian designer is well
known for the 120,000-glass pearl
wedding dress, designed for Gamble
Breaux (from Real Housewives of
Melbourne). The viral sensation
captivated the fashion world with
his signature intricate craftsmanship
and extravagant trains. Alin Le’ Kal

has designed breathtaking couture
gowns for stunning celebrities on the
red-carpet including Kelly Rowland,
Olympia Valance and Sophie Monk.
On the 22nd of January 2019, Alin
Le’ Kal made history at Paris Fashion
Week with the debut of his flawless
‘Reflected Elements’ Spring Summer
19 collection.
We caught up with Alin Le’ Kal after
the show:

Find Giant Invitations
giantinvitations.com.au
facebook.com/GiantInvitations
@giantinvitations
Find Alin Le’ Kal
alinlekal.com
@alinlekal
All photos provided by Giant Invitations
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“H

owever, now instead of
following trends, we try
to create our own trends.

”

When did you realise you wanted to become a designer?
It was very early days, a long time ago. I used to watch my family work
in the rag trade (I came from a family of dressmakers and designers),
and that’s when I fell in love with it all.
How did you get to where you are today?
It takes a lot of work, creativity, study and development of skills. I
would always be coming up with new designs and ideas. While I
was studying in university (RMIT), I started designing and creating
pieces for my sisters’ friends, and it built up from there.
How has your design style and brand evolved?
It evolves the same way fashion does. At first, we wanted to keep up
with the latest trends, making sure our designs followed what was ‘in’
at the moment. However, now instead of following trends, we try to
create our own trends.
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How do you get in the zone when designing?
I actually lock out a lot – it is a process. I cut myself away from any
distractions - that means turning off my phone, the television… all
technology, and isolating myself. I get in my element by turning on
some music and focusing on the creative process.
How did it feel to debut your collection at the Paris Fashion Week
2019?
It was extremely challenging to create a collection for the European
couture market. It is very different to what Australia is used to.
Australian fashion style tends to be much simpler in their own
unique way, as we have less gala and big events to wear couture
pieces to. The style is just different.
Even though it was a challenge, we never had any hesitation or doubt
that we could succeed.
What is your favourite part about being a designer?
The highlight is definitely seeing my brides so happy on their special
day, it brings me such joy. Their smiles are priceless.
How do you want women to feel when wearing your designs?
I just want them to feel absolutely beautiful. If they do not feel
beautiful, it will show while they are wearing the dress. It is the all
about the feeling. When they feel comfortable and beautiful, they
will start to glow from that feeling.
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How many people did it take to produce the SS19 collection?
It took a team of about 20 people, over the process of 5 months. The
detailed beaded gowns from the collection took more time.
What was the inspiration behind the collection?
It was all about Australia. I was inspired by Australia’s breathtaking
nature, colours and scenery. The collection took inspiration from the
themes, textures and natural hues of the bright corals of Queensland,
the sand dunes, the ocean, the dazzling blue sky, the land… it was a
bit of everything.
Who was invited to your show?
We had a mixture of special guests, from celebrities and influencers
to our clients and buyers.
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How did you come up with the show’s invitation design?
The invitation reflected our brand. The design was very clean while
reflecting a luxurious feel. We strayed away from a traditional design
and embraced modern luxe. The invitations by Giant Invitations
had lustrous silver foiling on extra thick white stock imported from
Europe.
Which was the most intricate and detailed piece in the collection?
They were all intricate in their own ways. I tried to make every design
a statement – each design has their own character and expression.
Which gown is your favourite standout from the collection?
I think that would have to be our long turquoise beaded piece with
the high neck and high slit.
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B U L LY BA R C O N C E P T
GET TO KNOW OUR BRAND
PR ARTICLE
B Y C O N S TA N T I N O S S O F R O N I S ,
C HA R O U L A BA LT S O G IA A N D
S O F I A PA PA D I A M A N T I

Get to know the brand behind
this van/bar, The Bully Bar
Concept. You may have thought
of renting one of those bars
on wheels for your welcome
drinks or even as a bar at your
reception! Well, the team behind
Bully Bar is here to answer
all the important questions
you may have regarding this
moving bar! And how cool is it
to be able to move your entire

Photography, George Liopetas

bar?! The Bully Bar Concept
team will also help you design
you own signature cocktail for
your event, and from personal
experience we can tell you, they
were delicious! Let’s get to know
this brand and see what tips they
have in store for you. Also, see
our cover shoot story for more
ideas on how to incorporate
Bully Bar in your wedding!

Get in touch:
bullybarconcept.com
instagram.com/bullybarconcept
facebook.com/Bully-Bar-151468908782908
Photo provided by Bully Bar
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When three friends decided to
work together by combining their
ideas, their passion for quality and
their unique competences under a
common vision, Bully Bar was born.
With a fully restored Volkswagen
T2 mobile bar being the heart of our
business, not only does the Bully
Bar arrive at your events in style,
but also, the van is able to travel
safely anywhere in Greece. The
restoration and transformation of
our 48-year-old van lasted a whole
9 months of careful manual work.
During this process, we did our
best not to disrespect the originality
and the unique character of this
legendary vehicle, by minimizing our
intervention by using original spare
parts and quality materials.
The result was a retro mobile cocktail
bar, mounted on an original 1971
T2 Volkswagen van. “You will not
find any disco led lights on our van.
Lighting was carefully designed to
provide us with adequate light to
do our job, while creating a retro
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ambience. We do provide the option
of a UHD Screen, mostly for our
corporate clients, but the screen is
mounted only when needed. We
simply can’t imagine a wedding
ceremony with fluo lights and
led Screens, this is not us” said,
Constantinos Sofronis, one of the
Bully Bar owners.
But why did we choose “Bully Bar” as
the name of their eye-catching van?
Sofia Papadiamanti explains: “Just like
the colour of our Van was the result
of careful research into the original
VW colour palettes, the name of our
brand had to be closely connected
with its long and fascinating history.
Similar to the iconic Beetle, not long
after its launch, the Type 2 received
many nicknames from its fans. In
Germany,
two of the most popular nicknames,
were the VW-Bus and the Bully.
Although, the model was then
presented as the Volkswagen
Transporter, the Bully nickname still
caught on.”
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Bully Bar is not just another mobile
bar, but a premium service focusing
on quality, with the unique purpose
to create unforgettable experiences
that transcend worth treasuring
moments. We provide a wide range
of event bar services, specializing in
mobile cocktail catering and here are
some of our tips:

Bars on wheels can come to
any event
Bully Bar is available for weddings,
christenings, corporate events and
any other event in need of drinks.
The team is also able to provide
non-alcoholic drinks, home-made
soft drinks or smoothies, while the
smashing bully is available to hire
without the bartenders, if you are
confident enough to make your own
drinks, or if you are a store owner
looking for an eye-catching addition
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to park outside your business during
your next event.

Don’t hesitate to book in
advance
Sooner the better. We book events as
they come. Sometimes we are able to
accept last minute enquiries but with
regards to wedding, we usually book
the event at least 6 months before the
big day. When we started restoring
our Van we had to make a decision:
spend all our budget to create a single
but reliable vehicle with the ability
to travel safely anywhere in Greece,
fitted with top quality equipment,
or create two standard vans allowing
us to accept more bookings, but not
being able to provide the premium
service we had in mind. We chose
‘quality’ even if that means that our
customers should plan ahead when
booking the Bully Bar.

Choose your signature cocktail
Our clients take a first taste of our
Bully service during cocktail tastings.
Since we are on the move we just ride
the Bully Bar to your place and we
throw a small private party for you.
Couples can invite a friend or two
and we just keep the cocktails coming
until they reach their decision, or
end up completely drunk. Creativity
is one of our strongest qualities.
Although our list of cocktails caters
for almost every taste, our bartenders
can work on any ideas you might
have for your event. Discovering
new ingredients and creating new
cocktails is essential to our business,
as we strongly believe that unless we
constantly evolve we won’t be able to
make a difference.

Location is not a problem
As long as the weather is favorable,
we have the experience and the

willingness to overcome any difficulty
may arise due to a hard-to-reach
location or other limitations.
Making dreams come true and
creating unforgettable experiences
is what makes our work fun and
rewarding. So, we have accepted
quite a few challenges when our
client’s dream included Bully Bar
on a sandy beach or down the stairs
of a church. As long as we have the
official permission to safely occupy a
space, with the right equipment and
people, we can do it. Sometimes this
affects the budget, especially when
cranes and heavy machinery are
required, but we are certainly willing
to consider any request.
With regards to our service
capabilities and limits, although we
prefer small, boutique events we are
able to cater large events with the
addition of external bars supporting
the Bully Bar. Our staff is experienced
and well trained, so we can guarantee
the Bully quality to any event.
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Sandals designed and handmade to order in Athens,
Greece. This fun sandals brand was founded by mother
and daughter and can design your fun summer Greek
bridal or bridesmaids sandals. Perfect for a destination
wedding on the beach.
@elinalinardaki

F I N D Y O U R PA R T Y FAV O R S I N
GREECE
EIGHT SPECIAL BRANDS
FROM GREECE HAND PICKED
F O R YO U, W H I C H YO U C A N
F I N D O N I N S TA G R A M
Surprise your guests with
amazing gifts that will forever
stay in their memories. The
good thing about some of
the special gifts, is the ability
to personalize them. And we
don’t just mean adding your

initials on the gift, but to
truly design something with
the artist that represents both
of you as a couple. Here are
some brands, designers and
creatives from Greece that
you can find on Instagram.

Pineapples are back! Handmade Fashion Jewelry for
modern day princesses. You will find fun unique designs
for every summer style.
@macomo_handmade

Unique urban design of these rings will definitely bring
attention to your fingers! Style it with an urban dress and
it can complete your look. Good choice for you and your
maid of honor to remember the best day of your life!
@daphnep_jewelry

Handmade shoes, bags and more since 1938, can also be
shipped worldwide. At the Workshop Shoes, you will find
all styles of handmade leather shoes, but this summer the
white and stylish sandals can be your dancing shoes or
bridal slippers.
@theworkshopshoes
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Greek Handmade Jewelry to remember your Greek
summer. Perfect for the beach wedding as these shells
are trending right now!
@larabylarajewelry

Boho Choco is one of the first eco conscious, vegan
friendly macramé artists based in Athens but can ship
worldwide! Find your special gifts or order custom
made, hand knotted just for you. From jewelry to
backdrops or table cloths. Boho Choco, specializes on
chic, boho, indie wedding accessories.
@boho_choco

A premium beach towel brand with a minimal and
natural aesthetic, and a true nomadic spirit, can be
the perfect gift for all your bridal party for your Greek
destination wedding!
@seayousoonbeachtowels

Premium quality leather sandals and bags which are
designed and handcrafted in Athens, Greece can also
be shipped worldwide. Check their bridal collection to
complete your Greek Goddess look you were dreaming
of.
@greekchichandmades
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RedBoxDays.gr
Wedding Floral Decoration

kostas@redboxdays.gr
(+30) 6944 478671
www.redboxdays.gr
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SUMMER CORAL LAKESIDE
EDITORIAL
E L LW E D S T Y L E D C O V E R S H O O T
BY HERMIONE TSENTIDOU
Love can take you to places you’ve
never thought. Love being eternal,
love being abiding, love being
why we are here, this enormous
force tying two people together is
capable of everything! When you
are in love the towns, the cities, the
continents mean nothing. Love
is what can turn a map into zero
digits. Sometimes you travel the

Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
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whole world just to lose yourself
in the eyes of the one you love. So,
is an editorial shoot for all those
lovers who moved continents to be
with each other. We got inspired
by the ones who loved through
screens, through computers,
through virtual reality, and in the
end they made it. This is essentially
a modern love story.

Selected Vendors:
Coordination, Ellwed Magazine
Organization and Styling, White Stories
Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
Concept, Editorial Wording, Hermione Tsentidou
Flower Decoration, Red Box Days
Videography, Yanni Hood
Hair and Makeup Artist, Frantzeska Koukoula
Bridal Dress, Katia Delatola
Bridal Shoes, Kalogirou
Bridal Second Look, Costureras
Grooms Suit, shoes and Second Look,
Sagiakos Stores
Muse, Priscilla Balanta
via Ace Models
Groom, Kevin Souli
Stationery, Party&Co.
Wedding Cake, Pavlov’s Lab
Art De La Table Rentals, White Lilac
Engagement Ring, Lousta Thysiadi Jewels
Van Bar & Signature Cocktails, Bully Bar
Venue, Vouliagmeni Lake
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Captured in Vouliagmeni Lake,
where the waters are known
for their healing powers, this
editorial is all about vibrant but
delicate summer flowers and
dreams in the beautiful light of the
Athenian Riviera. We started with
a breathtaking proposal picnic by
the water and ended in a glorious
wedding ceremony overlooking the
rocks. This shoot has something
for everyone and the team work
of White Stories Events made it
happen!
Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
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What we believe needs an editorial
of its own is the engagement ring
by Lousta Thysiadi Jewels. In the
most luscious deep blue shade, this
sapphire and diamonds ring will get
your “I do”! After all, far from the
conventional choice of diamond
engagement rings and with a
character of its own, the deep blue
stone reflected the sun beautifully!
We love experimenting with
different stones for engagement
rings. Sure, diamonds are a girl’s
best friends but let us just say how
sapphires are the girl bosses of
precious stones!
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Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
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Our wedding cake by Pavlov’s
lab was crisp white with gold
trimming. To add a pop of color
the coral peonies gave some
understated tropical vibes and
laid back luxury to this vanilla and
raspberry filled wedding cake!
Our stationery by Party and Co.
was an ode to the fully bloomed
gardens and a love so colorful it
makes you happy. Semitransparent
paper in a floral water colored
background had the perfect
balance between being bold and
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romantic, simple with a hint of
grandeur.
Our art de la table featured goldrimmed plates and purple crystal
glasses. The gold cutlery sparkled
under the sun and what stole our
hearts were the name cards with
the porcelain blooms that smelled
like cotton and spring. The rich
colored flower arrangements and
the tall candle holders screamed
elegance and sophistication in one
of the most unique tables settings
of the year.
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Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
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Coral peonies, speckled roses,
delicate
grass
and
purple
wildflowers
by
RedBoxDays
were the stars of our floral décor.
Rich colored florals are always a
lovely way – if not the only wayof incorporating color into your
wedding day without it getting
over the top. We choose flowers
in season and their delicate smell
filled the atmosphere all day
long. We loved the coral touches,
inspired by Pantone’s color of 2019.
The wedding dress by Katia
Delatola reminded us of summer
sunsets in Greece. In a delicate
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A-line with luxurious embroidery
and lace, it hugged Priscilla’s body
in the most delicate way. The
handmade belt with the pearls
and the flower shoes by Kalogirou
gave a touch of sophistication and
elegance to the overall look perfect
for every summer wedding.
Kevin wore a debonair grey suit
by Sagiakos, perfect for a summer
wedding with its laid back luxury.
The matching shoes and overall
styling are an inspiration for all
the soon to be grooms that want
something different from blue and
black.
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To celebrate love, the Bully Bar
created the best and most delicious
bespoke cocktails we’ve had in
months! They used rum, raspberries
and summer fruits to create cocktails
that matched our couple’s flair and
intricate love story! We will always
be huge advocates of open bars and
custom-made cocktails! Not only
they are different and unique but
they also give a new taste to every
wedding. Whether you like rum

or tequila, strawberries or mint, a
bar on wheels will be the ultimate
attraction to your wedding day.
Frankly, what more do you need?
Lastly, our shoot ended with a
wonderful sunset, typical for the
Athenian Riviera! Take a dip into
George Liopeta’s imagery and
Yanni Hood’s perfect videography
of young love overcoming all
obstacles!

Fine Art Photography, George Liopetas
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JET SET CHIC WEDDING PHOTOSHOOT
STYLED WEDDING IN SPETSES
BY MONIKA KRITIKOU
FROM FIORELLO PHOTOGRAPHY

We have fallen in love with this Chic
Wedding at Poseidonion Grand Hotel
in Spetses and we cannot hide it. And
why should we? The island of Spetses
gives chills to all beauty lovers…

Photography: Fiorello Photography
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Something is coming over me just
by recalling the day of this elegant
wedding shoot in Greece. It brings out
my romantic side!

Vendors Credits:
For Phos Workshop
Photographer: Fiorello Photography
Workshop Organizer: Justine Milton
Workshop Organizer: Les Anagnou
Event planner: Think Happy Events
Bespoke Wedding Stationery & Calligraphy: Paper
Ocelot Studio
Hand dyed silk ribbons: SongBird Silk
Ring dish: Marbella Dish
Sweet creations: Pavlov’s Lab
Linens & tableware rentals: White Lilac
Flowers: Jim Labrako
Furniture rentals: Zazoo Event Rentals
Invitations: Atelier Invitations
Hair & Make-up: Frantzeska Koukoula
Model: Dimitris Ntanasis
Wedding dress: Galia Lahav by The bridal
boutique yyc
Wedding Veil: Noon on the moon.bridal
Suit: Christakis
Location: Poseidonion hotel
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Capturing the loving moments of two
young people during the golden hour
is magical. Even more where your
backdrop is whimsical per se: Spetses
and the grandiose Poseidonion Hotel.
This Chic Wedding photoshoot
took place during a beautiful spring
afternoon when the sun was giving
us wholeheartedly its sweet light.
Dimitris & Katerina look their best
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in their stylish tux and magnificent
wedding gown. Poseidonion hotel is
an aristocratic milieu and this was
pinpointed by the entire design: the
chic details, the linens and tableware,
the flowers, the invitations, the
desserts… Every single element
was there to contribute to what
this wedding setting was all about:
elegance!

With its ambiance of refined
luxury and impeccable service, the
Poseidonion Grand Hotel is the
ultimate venue for a wedding in
Spetses. At this magnificent and
elegant venue, all your dreams
come true! The location offers a

truly unique destination wedding
in Greece. Having the brides slowly
walking down the antique marble
staircase, while guests cheer and
throw flowers, you feel like you are
part of a book. A book about love and
beauty!
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F O R YO U R E Y E S O N LY - 0 0 7
W E D D I N G I N S P I R AT I O N
STYLED WEDDING IN CORFU
BY VESSI AND YIANNIS
SIMOPOULOS
We’re pretty sure you’ve got
luxury and perfect styling in
mind when considering James
Bond flicks, right? Well, this
Villa Sylva Corfu wedding

Photography: VY Simopoulos
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inspired by the 1979 film For
Your Eyes Only - which was
actually shot in this very venue,
is just the epitome of chic!

Vendors Credits:
Photography: VY Simopoulos
Coordination: The Secret Owl
Filmography: Jim Grillas Films
Editorial: The Wording
Wedding planning: Wedding in Corfu by
Belli Momenti
Venue: Villa Sylva Corfu
Floral Design: Leonidas Rammos
Dress: Kamelia Andrioti
Bride Hair & makeup: Thalia Lab Makeup
Artistry Invitations: Beautiful Letters
Headpiece: Elysian
Jewellery: Kousvelaris
Shoes: Dukas
Grooms suit: Teti Charitou
Shoes: Massimo Dutti
Cocktail bar & slings: The Secret Kitchen
Cake: Cake Boutique Corfu
Models: X Ray Models
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Alongside a team of incredible
visionaries and creatives we got
to shoot this amazing couple
on the island of the absolute
romantics and we couldn’t be
more excited to share. Belli
Momenti created a poolside
scene just enough to have
you jump on the luxurious
wedding mindset asap, while
florist extraordinaire Leonidas
Rammos created the stuff of
dreams with a heart-shaped
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-yes you heard us- wedding
bouquet, a ceremonial pampas
grass hemisphere and tons of
hydrangeas, white O’ Hara,
syllable wabbara and bimbastic
spray roses, asparagus greenery
and the brand new lysianthus
in botanic pink -presented for
the first time in the market.
Lovely Elysian from Denmark
brought in the pretty headpieces
for our bride, dressed in a
stunning Kamelia Andrioti

gown, exclusively designed for
the Secret Owl shoot, while Teti
Charitou dressed our elegant
groom to the nines with a
creamy tux just like the one
James sported in the movie.
Makeup artist Thalia waived
her magic wand to create an
absolutely gorge dewy bridal
Charlotte Tilbury makeup
and elegant hairdo, and we
are certain the Italian brought
stationery suites calligraphed on
hand by Beautiful Letters, next

to fine real black diamonds by
Kousvelaris and shoes by Dukas
Chatzidoukas will have your
opulentia dreams fueled. For
your cakie-hearts only you just
have to look at the oil-painted
cake by Cake Boutique Corfu
and if you’re a cocktail lover who
likes it shaken not stirred you’ll
find that this bespoke bar that
kept changing hues is just what
you need. Head right this way to
see it all!
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M O O D Y FA I RY TA L E E L O P E M E N T
I N S P I R AT I O N I N T H E WO O D S
S T Y L E D W E D D I N G I N TAT O I
B Y V I C K Y O F FA I RY TA L E S C O M E
TRUE BY VICKY

In the 1871, at the instigation of
Ernest Ziller, King George the first
bought the estate of Tatoi, together
20,000 acres. He designed and built
a two-storey house of Greek-Swiss
style in nature and surrounded with

Photography: BVL PRODUCTIONS
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animals. His desire was to be used as
a leisure estate and not as one more
palace that’s why, after its completion
in 1874, it was used as the first royal
residence of the royal family.

Vendors Credits:
Concept design, planning & styling, Fairytales
Come True by Vicky
Photography, BVL PRODUCTIONS
Cinematography, Soft Focus Project & Oblivion
Films
Wedding Gowns, Crochelle
Flowers, Archimandritis Lampros
Paper Goods, Fairytales Come True by Vicky
Wedding Cake and Sweets, Zahari Sweet Shop
Bridal shoes, ZARA
Grooms Attire, Mango for Men
Grooms Shoes, Massimo Duti
Hair, Maria Kipreou
Make up, Maria Skoutari
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The estate may not have been the
largest in Attica but as a land of
pleasure it was the first in Greece.
The palace is now abandoned in
ruins. The land and the forest remain
beautiful, enchanted and unique
place to visit!
Watching ruins of the palace and
its unique double staircase standing
in front of this wonderful forest for
centuries, I think of the time when
the royal family lived here, the
glamor that brought these deserted
buildings and the liveliness that
existed in this vast expanse. The
desire to bring life, light and elegance
back to this region led me to a single
thought…love. A loving couple
who eloped and exchanges vows
of eternal love into the woods and
brings back life of the previous eras.
They found each other. They loved
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each other. They read lovely poems
to each other. They became one in
a heartbeat. A little bit of a mystery,
a little of a fairytale and a pinch of
magic turns this ruined place and
its enchanted forest into a scene of
happiness that everyone would like
to live for even a few hours. Because
Love is Light.
The abandonment of buildings, their
old facade and worn cement was the
inspiration of the invitation. For the
cover we picked out the drawing
of 14th century Cathedral Sees in
Normandy, France and cement to
the background. The atmospheric
stationery with black envelope
and gold wax seals the moody
inspiration. Calligraphy and quotes
from love poems add the romance
needed.

In such dramatic mood, the set up
into the woods with warm fabrics,
pillows, dazzling lights and fresh
flowers made up an unparalleled
fairytale versus the abandonment of
space. Details of gold and burgundy
add elegance while the choice of
black gave a touch of distinctive and
dramatic character.
Bouquet was an excellent palette
of winter landscape colors and the
magnificent scene was constructed
from woods that we found into the
forest in an unusual “nest” of tall trees
and brought the fairytale mood we
wanted. Unlike to the usual we chose
three different sized cakes in shades

of black, gold and burgundy with
details that were matching to the rest
of the scenery perfectly. Whimsical
wedding gowns in pink powder and
gray-blue shades gave the romantic
touch that a wedding demands.
Make-up in soft tones and hair
combed lightly allowed the bride’s
face to emerge, while fashionable
outfit with vintage details, such as
the pocket watch, made this groom
stand out. Photographer’s and
cinematographer’s lens captured
great all the details, the aesthetic and
romantic atmosphere of the scenery.
Love is Light and all we need,
actually, is love!
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WHIMSICAL ELOPEMENT WITH
GREEK TRADITIONAL ELEMENTS
ST YLED WEDDING IN MYKONOS
BY ANDREAS K. GEORGIOU

“Elopement conjures secrecy: a
hastily-packed suitcase, a window
left ajar, a midnight escape. But, by
combining Old World elegance with
modern inventiveness, American
event planner Jaclyn Journey proves
that an elopement can root itself in
iconic tradition while embracing a
couple’s individuality.
The setting for the ceremony
was a white stone, family owned,

Photography: Andreas K. Georgiou
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seventeenth
century
Greek
Orthodox Church on the island of
Mykonos. Orthodox Christianity
is rich in traditions which stir the
senses: the aromatic opulence of the
incense, the mesmerising light of
fragrant beeswax candles flickering
on the icons, and the radiance of the
iconostasis were made complete by
the traditional exchange of crowns,
symbols of honour and glory.

Vendor Credits:
Photography: Andreas K. Georgiou
Film Lab: Carmencita Film Lab
Design: Jaclyn Journey
Coordination: Tracy Burch
Shoes: Bella Belle
Dress: Claire Pettibone
Stationery: High Fancy Paper
Calligraphy: Rachel Fischer Calligraphy
Headpiece: All About Romance
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Nikolas’s
bow-tie,
doublebreasted blazer, and black Greek
leather sandals proposed a
stylishly mischievous twist to the
dreamy sophistication of Sophia’s
embroidered gown and tulle cape,
designed by California designer
Claire Pettibone. Sophia’s floral
coronet, crafted by All About
Romance, echoed her handforaged bouquet of juniper, bead-
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tree, and lilies. Wedding stationery
exquisitely calligraphed by Rachel
Fisher evoked poetic fragments
and letters recovered from the sea.

photographs, authentic postcards,
local coins, wicker baskets, and
a bouzouki offered a timeless
counterpoint to the young couple.

Nikolas’ and Sophia’s crowns
were
distinctively
fashioned
from wild oat, foraged in the
Greek countryside, while Family
heirlooms make the perfect
objets d’art, and black-and-white

After the ceremony, the couple were
met at the chapel’s red doorway
by local musicians and serenaded
through the cobbled streets and
white-washed alleys of ‘Little

Venice’ before watching the sun set
from the seafront.
Mykonos was a beautiful choice for
this idyllic elopement, providing
the ideal setting for a free-spirited,
unrepentantly romantic couple
looking to combine the traditional
with the whimsical.”
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D R E A M Y S A I L I N G YA C H T E L O P E M E N T
REAL WEDDING IN SANTORINI
BY VERONIKA E. SCHWEIGER

The wind blew through her hair,
the sail rustled in the wind. She
knew that this was the moment.
Two free spirits, that never wanted
to do it the conventional way,
ran away. They didn’t run away
from their future. They ran away

Photography: Veronika E. Schweiger
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to be their true selves, to not face
traditions and expectations – they
ran away to elope!
Knowing that this adventure
together would be a “together” for
the rest of their lives.

Vendors List:
Photography, Veronika E. Schweiger
Organisation, Plannign and Florals, Santorini Wedding
Planning / Heiraten Auf Santorini
Hair& make-up artist, Veronika E. Schweiger
Dress, Bonares Atelier
Flowers, Santorini Wedding Planning / Heiraten Auf
Santorini
Cake, Petranart Santorini
Wedding stationery, Beautifu Letters
Boat trip, Santorini Cruises
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So they hoisted the sails, tied the knot
and they celebrated all by themselves.
Knowing that this is all that matters.
Knowing that their love for each
other is everything they needed and
that this was their biggest adventure
so far.
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And the wind kept blowing through
her hair and with it they sailed
towards their future together.
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DECIDING BETWEEN AMAZING
L O C AT I O N S I N G R E E C E
BY ANDRA DUMITRIU
O F S T E FA N F E K E T E P H O T O G R A P H Y

You’ve got Engaged and the idea of
doing a wedding at home doesn’t
feel so aligned with your love
story? You want more than just a
wedding… You love the sun, the
sea and you can already picture
yourself being sun kissed, while
the waves are slowly embracing
the sand? Or maybe you want
something that feels more rustic

and intimate, surrounded by old
olive trees and crystal clear sky?
Or maybe a private estate or a big
vineyard?
Greece can be your perfect
destination! It has everything you
have wish for! All you need to do,
is decide where you want to do it!

Choosing a wedding location is
an important decision that you
will have to take together. When
doing this, keep in mind that in the
end, it’s your special day and not
someone else’s! Don’t be afraid to
dream big and think outside the
box!
About the Author:
We ar We are Andra and Stefan,
husband and wife, Destination Wedding
Photographers, lovers of the Sea. We are
two professional photographers in love with
each other, a team, and best friends at the
same time.We love to travel and we are
available to capture weddings and unique
love stories all over the world. Our suitcases
are “on standby” for worldwide travel.
All photos by Stefan Fekete photography
Find them at stefanfekete.com
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Greece was the first country that we
have travelled together as a couple,
13 years ago and ever since then,
we keep on traveling to Greece
every year and most recently our
travels are also as destination
wedding
photographers.
We
always knew that we don’t want a
normal wedding back home and
Greece was love at first sight! So

what better place to choose from,
if not this paradise?! We like to
say that we have not chosen our
wedding location but the location
chose us! So, sit down with your
partner, have a glass of good wine
and talk to each other. See if there
are any favourite travel spots that
have a meaning to you. Maybe
he proposed in one of the Greek
islands, or maybe Greece was your
first holiday as a couple like ours, or
you have family roots to a specific
place in Greece. No matter the
reason, always remember that you
can create an amazing and truly
unique experience by deciding to
get married in locations that are
close to your heart.
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And if you don’t feel drawn to a
certain location there is no need
to worry. You can always relate
on your style as a couple. Are
you more adventurous or more
romantic, do you prefer the sea or
the mountains, or a bit of both?
Have a look into your individual
styles and also your favourite
activities. Decide what kind of
scenery you want to have: sea,
mountains, olive groves, country
side, private gardens, medieval old
cities and so on. There are plenty
to choose from. But please, always
remember to stay true to yourself
when coming to a final decision!
After you have narrowed down
your location options, if you are
having family and guests over, try to
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take in consideration the transport
from your home to Greece and also
for the wedding day. When you
can travel quick and easy it’s more
likely that everyone is going to be
present for your day. And also,
there are places in Greece that are
a little more difficult to be reached
to. Make sure you do your research
and let everyone know what to
expect. And if you decide to elope,
like we did, you can skip this part.
If you have a dream, make it
happen! Don’t let anything
interfere with it. Depending on
what kind of a wedding you want,
some locations in Greece are more
expensive than others. If you need,
make a savings plan and stick to it.
If you wish to avoid lots of tourists,

try choosing locations that are not
so well known. The experience it’s
worth all the money in the world!
Trust us!
Picture perfect places, keep this in
mind! Greece is very picturesque
and we are sure no matter what
location you choose, it will be
wonderful! Every island is unique
and the mainland has also some
beautiful places to choose from.
The beach has the most relaxing
sceneries in nature. Try going for
secluded beaches or more idyllic
ones, avoiding the tourists’ areas
or opt for private villas and olive
groves. And if things don’t go as
you plan, don’t panic and instead
try to find a solution. For example,
we have chosen to get married at

sunset at one particular historical
site that had the sea behind and
offered some of the most amazing
sunsets. But we quickly realized
that the place is going to be full
of tourists taking pictures. As we
really loved that place but it also
needed to be intimate, we decided
to have our ceremony, early in
the morning at sunrise, instead
of sunset. So, not only we had an
amazing, beautiful pink/golden
light, but we had the entire place
just for us.
It was magical!
Don’t forget to enjoy your planning
and have fun on your big day!
After all, you have to enjoy both
the ride and the destination!
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D OMES MIRAMARE, A LUXURY
COLLECTION RESORT
PR ARTICLE VENUE REVIEW
F I V E S TA R LU X U RY V E N U E I N C O R F U
The legend is back - Ulysses, royalty, jet-setters, you…, is their moto. And
you won’t regret choosing the Domes as your wedding venue.
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Fairly new, amongst the best in its
range, this venue is perfect for the
young, modern jet setters like you.
If you are looking to tie the knot and
party in style, you must check out the
Domes Miramare Resort. But they
can offer you so much more than
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just a Wedding Venue! The resort is
fully staffed to tailor your every need
from beauty spa to keeping fit before
the big day. The perfect location with
tailor made approach for your Haute
Living stay and the wedding day.

Your reception venue can be situated
in their private grounds around your
own pool and the stunning views
of the sea, away from the rest of
the resort, for total privacy. At this

luxury resort every room has a story
behind it as you will discover on your
own, when you get greeted by the
500 years old traditional olive tree
growing in their lobby!
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Share your story
Want to see your wedding
in Ellwed?
Do you have questions about your
wedding in Greece?
We would love to help you in any way we
can. Send us your questions at
submit@ellwed.com
or through our Socila Media and we will
do our best to answer it.
To help other brides to be, all best questions and
answers will be published in the next Ellwed issue.
If you can’t wait till then, head over to our Bridal
Community. It’s free to join and we can help you
right away.
www.facebook.com/groups/ellwed.bridal.
community
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Share your story with us and inspire
other brides all over the world with
your story! Send us your wedding
story at submit@ellwed.com and
win the title best wedding 2018!

don’t miss

Make sure you
the
next issue and be the first to know.
Get on our

VIP list at

ellwed.com/magazine
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ELLWED PRO’S COMMUNITY

FOR PRO’S

TA G @ E L LW E D M A G
USE
# E L LW E D &

# E L LW E D M A G

T O G E T F E AT U R E D O N O U R

11 - 12 & 13 ΙΑΝΟΥΑΡΙΟΥ

ΖΑΠΠΕΙΟ ΜΕΓΑΡΟ

I N S TA G R A M
Send us your sumbmissions to featured in the
magazine or blog.
Are you hosting a seminar or educational
workshop?
Let us know about it & get more exposure

hello@ellwed.com

t. 210 8214687 - w w w. b r i d a l e x p o. g r
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D O Y O U H AV E A U S E F U L L
ADVICE TO GIVE OR A
STORY TO TELL?
Send us your article to get featured in the next Ellwed
issue and become the expert in your field.
We would love to hear your advice and feature your

E ntre p re ne u ria l R e tre a t in C orf u , G re e c e
O c tob e r 5-10, 2019

For a ll W om e n w ho w ant to
S u c c e e d in L if e

work.
Us e # E L L W E D MA G f or s p e c ial d is c ou nt

submit@ellwed.com

s he f ari. c om / re tre a t2019

All best stories and useful advice will be published in the
next Ellwed issue.
If you want to get free education and network with Pro’s
globaly and all over Greece, head over to our Pro’s
Community. It’s free to join.
www.facebook.com/groups/ellwed.pros.community/

UPCOMING EVENTS
We dding Circl e
we ddingcircl e.g r
Gre ek We dding Pl anners A l li ance
O n i l e C ours e
bit.ly/ C er t if ie dPl anner
Gre ek We dding C of fe e C lub
MONTH LY M E ETUPS
Br i d a l Fashion We ek
11-13t h JANUARY 2020
She Succe e ds by SheFar i
W om en’s E nt r epr eneur ial R etreat
5t h-10t h O CTOBE R 2019
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ELLWED PRO’S COMMUNITY

S TA RT I N G O U T I N T H E W E D D I N G
INDUSTRY
TRUE STORY OF MY BEGINNING
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY ANNA WILSON
Every start can be hard. But if your
dreams are making you to start
out in the unknown industry and
foreign country, this can be even
harder for everyone. For those
who don’t know me, I am Anna,
the owner and founder of Greek
Dream Planners, UK based Greek
destination wedding planning
company that covers all of Greece,
owner of GRWPA, the very first

Greek Wedding Planners Alliance
and Anna Wilson Business Success
Coach for creatives.
If you keep on reading, you can find
out my success story with all the ups
and downs as well as how I came to
become a success coach for Greek
women/mother’s entrepreneurs all
over the globe.

b eco m e a p ro fessi onal certified weddin g
p lanne r in Greece.

bit.ly / C er t i f i e dPl an ne r
T h e very fi r st o nline weddin g pla n n er
co u r se fo r Greeks is here!
Pr e- r eg i str ati o n c lo s e s o n t h e 1 0 t h o f Ap r i l .
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My story starts back in 2004 when
I finally knew I wanted to become
a wedding planner but I was in no
state to start that business just yet.
Fast forward to 2014, where I found
myself divorced with a 4 year old
son, battling the economic crisis in
Greece when I decided to immigrate
to England. Moving was not foreign
to me, as I grew up in the United
States and I had my cousin and a
few good friends living in the UK
as well.
I moved to England penny less and
was extremely lucky to find a job on
the 4th day of my stay in England
as a Barista/cook in a local cafe of
the little beautiful town I live in. So
I got my son into school and started
working straight away as part time
job 16 hours a week with a monthly
pay check as much I would earn
working full time job in Greece! My
mind was blown away! Now I could
raise my son, have time with him
and work without having to worry
about money. And that’s when I
remembered my long waited dream
of becoming a wedding planner
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and started working on my own
business.
So I enrolled myself into one of
the best online wedding planning
course here in England and started
studying while working and caring
for my son.
On the 5th of April 2015 Greek
Dream Planners was born and aired
my website live on the internet. I
left it and thought storm of people
would start contacting me. But
that’s not what happened! It was
dead silent for over a year! When
after my wedding in 2016 I actually
got my first ever request from a
Canadian couple asking me to
plan their elopement wedding in
Santorini. I got very happy and
thought “oh here it comes! The ball
has started rolling now” little did I
know about business management,
SEO, time management and many,
many other things that an online
business owner should be doing
to be visible In front of their ideal
clients.

So I started my research on why
isn’t my business visible online,
how could I increase my work etc.
And that’s when I knew, I needed
to invest in a well-known business
coach to teach me all the secrets of
having a successful online business,
become visible online, attract
my ideal clients and increase my
revenue.
That was the best investment I ever
did! Because of my coach, I am now
where I am, teaching and helping
other
women
entrepreneurs
creatives up level their business,
attract their ideal clients and have a
successful business also online.
As you can see from my story, we
cannot do it all alone. Every year new
opportunities are coming to Greece
to evolve your business. And this is
why, when Christina and Nektaria

,the wonderful and very talented
ladies from SheFari, approached
me and asked me to be one of their
speakers in the “She Succeeds”
Corfu retreat from the 5th-10th
of October 2019, I instantly said
yes! I mean why not?! It’s a brilliant
opportunity given to all Greek
women to learn from top successful
women entrepreneurs the secrets of
running successful businesses and
to combine business acceleration
and a relaxation spa holiday season
in one! I absolutely love showing
other women entrepreneurs how
to hit their goals, share with them
my knowledge and help them
scale their businesses and become
successful! All while keeping a life/
work balance, in the same exact way
I have achieved my success. Hope to
see you there!
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Wedding Circle
Th e b ig g e s t n e tworking event in Greec e for
we d d ing professionals!

T h e We dd i ng Ci rcl e event 2019
i s gett i ng ready!
we ddi n gci r cl e .gr

GIVE US
YOUR
EXPERT
ADVICE
Do you have a wedding,
fashion or beauty related
blog or business? We
want to hear more.
Become a guest on our
blog or magazine.
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If you are working in the
Wedding Industry, you
should Join

For Networking, Learning,
Growth and of course
Coffee!

Cheers thank !
and

you

Behind the scenes photos and some other not credited photos, by Ellwed
- ellwed.com
Photos under CC0 licence
Haute Stock, Unsplash, Pixabay
clem-onojeghuo, karol-goldstein, ieva-vizule, alessandra-parks, clark-tibbs,
stil, devin-avery,
allie-smith

Let’s debate over a cup of coffee

@gwcoffeeclub
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